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This official seal is your assurance that
Bitmojo has reviewed this product and that it
has met our standards for excellence in
workmanship, reliability and entertainment
value. Always look for this seal when
downloading games to ensure the best
gaming experience.

THE STORY
It was a normal day inside the mine. The heat was unbearable,
the torches barely lit the caves and the bats were lurking in the
ceiling.
After finishing your lunch, you get in the mine cart and prepare
the long road to the deepest caves, where the darkness reaches
it's peak and the air is scarce. It's also where is the most valuable
resource of the mine: gold.
Immediately after arriving, you
grab your pickaxe and start
working on the main vein.
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Not worrying too much about safety, you stroke as hard as you
can on the wall.
Suddenly, you hear a strange sound. Small at the beginning,
now the sound resonates around the entire cave. The walls
begin to crack, dust start falling fron the ceiling, and the bats are
running away. THE MINE IS COLLAPSING!
Quicky, you get in the mine cart and undertake your long
escape to the surface.
You don't have a second to lose.
Just steps behind you the path
starts to be blocked by giant
boulders falling from the ceiling.
Will you be able to escape in
time?
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ABOUT THE GAME
Mine Escape is an adventure game where the main objective is to escape a mine on the verge of
collapse.
In the main game, the player is set on the mine rails and it must avoid obstacles and pitfalls.
It requires a lot of agility to master the game. The player must react quick and flawlessly. Any
mistake would cost it´s life.

Player

Obstacle

Obstacle
Obstacle
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HOW TO PLAY
Playing Mine Escape is very easy. The mine cart moves by itself at constant speed, so you only
need to worry on avoiding obstacles.
To avoid obstacles, the only movement you have available is to jump. In order to jump, tap
anywhere on the screen. It couldn't be any easier, right?
You have to time your jump very carefully, since there are a lot of obstacles close from each other
and you could jump straight into one of them.
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GAME OVER
If you fall off a pitfall or got hit by an obstacle, you will die. Don't worry, it's not the end of the world.
You can restart as many levels as you can on the last level you were.
The key is perseverance. The first levels are relatively easy and made for the player to get
accustomed to the game. The later levels are really challenging and guaranteed that you will die a
lot, so keep trying until you succeed!
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THE OBSTACLES
Pitfalls
The collapse of the mine has compromised the
structural integrity of the cart rail and has been broken
on many areas. Avoid falling on it's holes!
Rocks
Big chunks of rocks have fallen from the ceiling and
landed on the cart rail

Bats
Are you familiar with the phrase “the rats are the first
on abandon the ship”? Well, bats are like rats with
wings
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THE OBSTACLES
Empty carts
On their despair, many miners jumped out of their
carts and began running towards the surface. They will
come at you fast, so you must be quick to react

Boulders
Even larger versions of the rocks, these huge chunks
of stone will come at you rolling and bouncing. Be
careful, some boulders have to be passed by jumping
over them and others by passing beneath them. You
must be quick to decide.
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GAME MODES
Adventure Mode
This is the standard mode of Mine Escape. The player must complete 150 levels
to escape the mine and reach the surface. If you die on a level, you will restart at
the beginning of that level. The levels begin relatively easy, but as you make
progress they become harder and harder.

Hardcore Mode
In this mode you have to complete the exact 150 levels of Adventure Mode. The
difference is that if you die, you will restart at the beginning of level 1. This mode
is made for hardcore players that want a truly difficult challenge. You can also
compete to obtain the high score of the Hardcore Mode Leaderboard

Endless Mode
This mode is for casual players that are looking for a short playtime. There are no
levels, just an endless trail that is randomly generated until you die. The difficulty
raises very quickly so it's very likely that you will last only a few minutes. You can
also compete to obtain the high score of the Endless Mode Leaderboard
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TITLE SCREEN
Title
Settings
Button

Achievements
Button

Instruction Manual
Button

Touch
Screen
Settings Button: Go to the Settings Screen (see page 12)
Achievements Button: View your achievements (see Google Play Game Services on page 17)
Instruction Manual Button: View the Instruction Manual
Touch Screen: Touch anywhere on the screen to go to the Game Mode Screen (see page XX)
IMPORTANT: To view the Instruction Manual, you must have an external
application that reads PDF files. You can download many PDF reader
applications on the Google Play Store
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SETTINGS SCREEN
Back
Button

Sound
Volume

Screen
Size
Remove
Ads

Music
Volume

Back Button: Go back to the Title Screen (see page 11)
Screen Size: Choose between 2 screen sizes:
- Pixel Perfect: Play on pixel perfect ratio to avoid graphic artifacts. May produce black borders
- Full Screen (default): Play the game occupying the entire screen
Sound Volume: Control the volume of the sound effects from 0% (left) to 100% (right)
Music Volume: Control the volume of the background music from 0% (left) to 100% (right)
Remove Ads: Pay a small amount of money to play without ads
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GAME MODE SCREEN
Back
Button

Leaderboard
Buttons

Adventure Mode Button
(displays current level)
Hardcore Mode Button
(displays High Score)

Endless Mode Button
(displays High Score)
Back Button: Go back to the Title Screen (see page 11)
Leaderboard Button: View the Leaderboard for the corresponding game mode (see Google Play
Services on page XX)
Adventure Mode Button: Go to the Level Select screen (see page XX)
Hardcore Mode Button: Begin the game on Hardcore Mode
Endless Mode Button: Begin the game on Endless Mode
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LEVEL SELECT SCREEN
Back
Button
Level
Buttons

Back Button: Go back to the Game Mode Screen (see page 13)
Level Buttons: Begin the game on Adventure Mode on the selected level
- Levels displayed on blue are already completed
- Level displayed on gray is the current level
- Levels displayed on red are blocked levels. You need to complete the previous
levels before entering them
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GAME SCREEN
Adventure Mode Menu

Hardcore & Endless Mode Menu
Score
Pause
Button

Pause
Button

Current Level

High Score

Pause Button: Pauses the game and opens the Pause Popup

PAUSE POPUP
Back Button

Resume Button

Back Button: Go back to the Level Select Screen on Adventure Mode (see page 14) or to Game Mode
Screen on Hardcore or Endless Mode (see page 13)
Resume Button: Closes the Pause Popup and resumes the game
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GAME OVER POPUP
When you die on the game, the Game Over Popup shows up

Back
Button

Restart
Button

Back Button: Go back to the Level Select Screen on Adventure Mode (see page 14) or to Game Mode
Screen on Hardcore or Endless Mode (see page 13)
Restart Button: Restarts the game. Depending on the Game Mode you're playing it will restart on
different locations:
- Adventure Mode: Restarts the game on the current level you died
- Hardcore Mode: Restarts the game on level 1
- Endless Mode: Restarts the game on a randomly generated endless level
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GOOGLE PLAY GAME SERVICES
Mine Escape incorporates Google Play Game Services in order to bring you Achievements and
Leaderboards.
In order to activate these functionalities, first you must login to the Google Play Game Services.

LOG IN
There are 3 instances where you can login to Google Play Game Services:
1- When you start the game
2- When you press on the Achievements button on the Title Screen
3- When you press on any of the Leaderboard buttons on the Game Mode Screen
Once you have logged in for the first time, it will automatically log you in every time you enter the game.
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LEADERBOARDS
There are 3 Leaderboards on Mine Escape:

Adventure Mode Leaderboard
Keeps track of the hightest level you have cleared on Adventure Mode
Hardcore Mode Leaderboard
Keeps track of the highest score you have achieved on Hardcore Mode
Endless Mode Leaderboard
Keeps track of the highest score you have achieved on Endless Mode

By accessing the Leaderboards you can compare your scores across thousands of other players
around the globe
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ACHIEVEMENTS
Adventure 5
Clear level 5 of Adventure Mode

Adventure 100
Clear level 100 of Adventure
Mode

Adventure 25

Adventure 150

Clear level 25 of Adventure Mode

Clear level 25 of Adventure Mode

Adventure 50

Hardcore 500

Clear level 50 of Adventure Mode

Adventure 75
Clear level 75 of Adventure Mode

Score 500 points on Hardcore
Mode
Hardcore 1000
Score 1000 points on Hardcore
Mode
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Hardcore 5000
Score 5000 points on Hardcore
Mode
Hardcore 10000
Score 10000 points on Hardcore
Mode
Harcore 25000
Score 25000 points on Hardcore
Mode
Endless 500
Score 500 points on Endless
Mode
Endless 1000
Score 1000 points on Endless
Mode

Endless 5000
Score 5000 points on Endless
Mode
Endless 10000
Score 10000 points on Endless
Mode
Endless 25000
Score 25000 points on Endless
Mode
100 Stones
Pass through 100 stones

500 Stones
Pass through 500 stones
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2500 Stones
Pass through 2500 stones

5000 Stones
Pass through 5000 stones

10000 Stones
Pass through 10000 stones

100 Bats
Pass through 100 bats

500 Bats
Pass through 500 bats

2500 Bats
Pass through 2500 bats

5000 Bats
Pass through 5000 bats

10000 Bats
Pass through 10000 bats

100 Carts
Pass through 100 carts

500 Carts
Pass through 500 carts
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2500 Carts
Pass through 2500 carts

5000 Carts
Pass through 5000 carts

10000 Carts
Pass through 10000 carts

100 Boulders
Pass through 100 boulders

500 Boulders
Pass through 2500 boulders

2500 Boulders
Pass through 5000 boulders

5000 Boulders
Pass through 10000 boulders

1000 Boulders
Pass through 100 boulders
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MYSTERIOUS ACHIEVEMENTS

There are 3 secret achievements that you must find how to unlock on your own. Only the most skilled
players will be able to find them. Are you one of them?
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